Cyclescape aims to provide lots of common campaigning requirements ‘on a plate’ to save hassle and get more done, more easily.

**Features**

- **Subscribe to issues in the areas you cycle through or care about.**
- **Be automatically alerted to planning applications that present barriers or opportunities for cycling.**
- **View collision data automatically, to put traffic schemes in context.**
- **See the history of any issue being discussed.**
- **Set deadlines and priorities so that the important stuff isn’t forgotten about.**
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**How does Cyclescape work?**

A comprehensive online campaigning toolkit for cycling campaign groups and their members.

- Members ‘watch’ areas they care about, by specifying these on the map.
- When someone adds an issue, each person watching that area gets subscribed to discussions about it.
- Planning applications appear automatically.
- Relevant guidance / other resources is automatically suggested by the Library.
- Add deadlines, photos, links, etc.
- Add priorities and vote on issues.
- See collision data at the press of a button.
- Turn discussions into well-formulated, proposals to take to your local Council.
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Groups should go to the Cyclescape website and create a group. You can then add the group’s details and invite your members. Add some issues to get going.

What is Cyclescape?
Cyclescape is a new website to provide cycling campaign groups around the UK and their members with a toolkit for easy discussion and resolution of campaigning issues.

- Get more people involved and get them up-to-speed quickly on local issues
- Know about best practice, collisions info, planning applications, instantly
- Make campaigning quicker, by automating various tasks
- Improve the quality of discussion by keeping things on-topic more easily
- Work better with Local Councils

Groups should go to the Cyclescape website and create a group. You can then add the group’s details and invite your members. Add some issues to get going.

Created by CycleStreets
Cyclescape has been created by the people behind CycleStreets. CycleStreets.net is the UK-wide cycle journey planner, offering a user-friendly way to plan cycle-friendly routes from A-B online or on your mobile.

Cyclescape was one of the winning GeoVation projects, winning a £27,000 grant.

Created by CycleStreets Ltd, operated on a not-for-profit basis. E-mail us at info@cyclestreets.net.